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Clinton
chooses
new CIA
director

Books clutter library floor
Administration,
GSS recognize
problem, search
for solutions
Jim Barker
The BG News

Robert Bums
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton Wednesday announced
Michael P.C. Cams, a retired
four-star Air Force general, as
his choice to head the CIA, which
has been without a permanent director since R.
James Woolsey
abruptly resigned in
December.
"General
Cams will face
a challenge; its
difficulty is
matched only
by its importance," Clinton
said in announcing his selection
in the Roosevelt Room of the
White House. Present were
leaders of the House and Senate
intelligence committees.
Cams, 57, spent 35 years in the
Air Force. He retired last September after serving as vice
chief of staff of the Air Force, its
No. 2 official.
"He's a proven innovator, open
to new ways of doing business
and skeptical of conventional
wisdom," Clinton said, noting
that Cams had gained a reputation in the Air Force as a combat
veteran and strong manager.
Cams said the Job offer was unexpected.
Inere is something about the
"There

Carnes

AP photo

opportunity to serve and the
chance to make a difference that
is simply irresistible," Cams said
after being introduced by Clinton.
Clinton also thanked Woolsey
for his nearly two years as CIA
director. Woolsey, who was present at the announcement, said
he left the post for personal
reasons, but he had labored
under a strained relationship
with Congress.
Cams said CIA officers are
"world-class professionals." He
said it was time to make the spy
agency more open, leaner, and
more willing to change its ways.
He said he Intended to work
closely with the congressional
oversight committees and with a
new presidential commission,
headed by former defense secretary Les Aspin, that has begun
studying ways of overhauling the
intelligence agencies.
"I'll be proud to Join your
national security team," Cams
told Clinton.
Cams declined to respond to
questions from reporters.

Stack upon stack of unshelved
books line the floors of Jerome
Library, frustrating both students and library administrators.
According to Mary Beth Zachary, head of access services
for Jerome Library, the accumulation of unshelved books is
due largely to the steady Increase in library usage coupled
with cuts in the library budget.
"Circulation has gone up steadily since we've gone on-line. I
attribute a lot of this to the advent of OhioLink and the greater
availability of materials," Zachary said.
Zachary said she and Dennis
East, Interim dean of Library and
Learning Resources, have evaluated several plans to deal with
the problem.
One of the proposed solutions
involves hiring a specific number of students temporarily for
the purpose of reshelving books,
Zachary said.
Another plan involves increasing hours for work study students toward the end of each semester, she added.
The problem of unshelved
books has captured the attention
of Graduate Student Senate,
Tat BG Nmtw Wt Inter
which passed a resolution last
month calling for an analysis of Stacks of books lay on carts In front of the Alumni Lounge In Jerome Library. Beth Zachary, head of
access services for the library, attribute! the botUenecklng of book shelving to Increased circulation
See SHELVES, page four.
and staffing difficulties.

Prosecutors say dog's
cry gives time of death
JeK
MSVir
Jeff Meyer
The Associated Press
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It was at a significant pitch, and as you may
recall I described it at the time as a plaintive
wail,"

LOS ANGELES - The witness
says he first heard the dog's
"plaintive wail" between 10:15
and 1O.20 p.m. on June 12 - a
mournful cry that punctured the
. Pablo Fenjves
darkness and continued sporadidescribing [the dog] Kato's howl
cally for at least an hour.
"It sounded Like a very unhaFenjves' home is across an al- estimated he fell asleep about
ppy animal," Pablo Fenjves testified Tuesday In the O J. Simpson ley from Ms. Simpson's condo- 11:20 or 11:30 p.m. still hearing
minium, where the bodies were the sporadic barking.
trial.
In cross-examination, defense
Prosecutors say the lonely wail found. He said he was watching
Is the closest clue so far to estab- the 10 o'clock news when he attorney Johnnie Cochran Jr.
lishing a time of death for Nicole heard "a very distinctive bark- noted that a police report quotes
Brown Simpson and Ronald ing" coming from around Ms. Fenjves as saying he heard barking between 10:15 and 10:30,
Goldman. They believe the bark- Simpson's home.
ing and howling came from Ms.
"It was at a significant pitch, rather than 10:20. Fenjves stuck
Simpson's Akita, Kato, who left and as you may recall I described with the 10:20 time.
Earlier Tuesday, two embloody paw prints near the mur- It at the time as a plaintive wail,"
said Fenjves, who also testified ployees of the Mezzaluna restauder scene.
With no known witnesses to the last summer at Simpson's prelim- rant, where Goldman worked,
described the victims' final
murders, prosecutors used tes- inary hearing.
Fenjves, a writer, said he hours. Ms. Simpson ate with famtimony from Fenjves and two of
Goldman's co-workers to try to looked out his bedroom window, ily members at the restaurant the
pinpoint for Jurors the time of saw nothing amiss and went night she was killed.
Waitress Tla Gavin said Ms.
the bloody killings.
downstairs to work in his soundProsecutors contend Simpson proof office. When he returned to Simpson and her party left the
killed his ex-wife and her friend his bedroom at 11 p.m., he said, restaurant about &4S p.m.
A manager, Karen Lee Crawabout 10:15 p.m., which would the dog was still barking.
give him time to return to his
"I mentioned to my wife I was ford, said she received a teleBrentwood estate, clean up and concerned about the dog," he phone call at 9:37 p.m. from Ms.
board a limousine to the airport said. "The dog didn't sound like it Simpson's mother asking about
Just after 11 p.m.
was in pain. It was just unhappy." her glasses, which she had
dropped In the gutter outside the
Simpson's lawyers say he was
in his front yard practicing his
He peered outside again, saw restaurant
Less than 10 minutes later, Ms.
golf swing when the killings oc- lights in the neighboring condocurred.
minium and went back to bed. He Simpson called and asked to talk

to Goldman, Crawford said.
Goldman then asked Crawford to
give him the glasses and left
about 9:50 p.m., she said.
Meanwhile, Goldman's sister,
Kim, identified a pair of black
pants and a white shirt she said
she found hanging over a door in
her brother's apartment three
days after his death
Prosecutor Marcla Clark displayed the clothing to show that
Goldman had stopped by his
house and changed clothes on the
way to Ms. Simpson's condo,
which was about a 10-minute
walk from the restaurant.
Other developments Tuesday:
A court spokeswoman said Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
dismissed a 63-year-old white
woman from the Jury because
her arthritis doctor may be
called as a witness for Simpson,
who crnhM bad knees and arthritis rendered him incapable of
committing the murders.
The woman, a retired legal
secretary, was replaced by a
54-year-old black man who works
as a postal operations manager.
The jury now has nine blacks,
one white and two mixed-race
members; there are seven women and five men. Nine alternates
remain

Therapist faces
malpractice suit
for exploitation
did not return five phone
Plaintiffs accuse Dailey,
calls Tuesday. King, whose liwas suspended in August
doctor of sexual cense
for alleged sexual misconduct,
misconduct, abuse has an unlisted phone number.
Two of the patients, however,
of vulnerability
spoke freely about their lawsuit.
Anne Thompson
The Associated Press
BOSTON - They went to her
for psychiatric help. Instead,
they say, she made them her
slaves, demanding trips to the
grocery store, breakfast in bed
and, ultimately, sex
One patient says Suzanne King
made him cook her meals and do
her laundry. Another says King
took him in as a live-in lover. And
a woman says King stripped
down to her underwear in front
of her, her husband and her son.
The three patients have filed a
malpractice suit against the
42-year-old psychiatrist, claiming she exploited their emotional
and mental vulnerability while
treating them between 1993 and
1994.
On Monday, a tribunal made up
of a judge, a doctor and a lawyer
ruled there was sufficient evidence to warrant a trial.
King's attorney, William

William Meyer, 35, said he was
depressed, lonely and living in a
rodent-infested apartment when
King Invited him to move in with
her.
"I thought it would be in my
best Interest, because she was a
psychiatrist," said Meyer, who
was treated by King from July
1993 until December 1993.
He said he lived with King for
2-1/2 months, cooking her meals
and serving as a "personal valet"
who helped her dress in the
morning. Meyer, who is gay, also
said King tried to persuade him
to masturbate into a syringe so
she could impregnate herself
with his sperm.
For a while, Meyer said, he
lived in her spare bedroom on the
second floor. But when another
patient, Robert Dixon, moved in,
Meyer said he had to sleep downstairs on a lawn chair.
Dixon's affidavit states that!
King was treating him for alcoholism and emotional problems
See SEX, page four.
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On-campus living
costs are too high
Last week, room and board rates were raised by the
usual seven percent, effective in the fall. This coming year, students will pay $135 more to live on campus $50 of which is for a technology fee to upgrade residence
hall computer labs.
Currently, the cheapest residence halls cost $984 per
semester. This is to share a 12- by 15-foot room
The minimum meal plan currently costs $692 per semester. The minimum plan, of course, is intended to pay
for food Monday through Friday, so weekend food costs
extra.
Freshmen and sophomores at the University must pay
a minimum of $1,676 to live on campus this year. Next
year, it will be at least $1,811, but probably more, because the meal rate hasn't been increased yet.
The room rate increase will not add to the budget this
year - it will only compensate for empty residence halls.
Perhaps if it didn't cost so much to live on campus,
those residence halls would be full and people would not
have to pay so much etftra to compensate.
Living off campus at this point is a much more costefficient way to live. Students usually pay between $150
and $250 per month for rent This is an average of $900
per semester.
In addition, grocery story food, and even fast-food restaurants, are much cheaper than the food in residence
halls. Assuming students spend around $75 per month on
food, it adds up to only about $300 to $350 per semester.
There are other expenses, of course, when students
live off campus, but none that add up to the cost of living
on campus in a much smaller space, with community
•howers and no cooking options.
The News believes University administrators ought to
take that into consideration when deciding on-campus
living rates - especially since students are forced to live
on campus for two years.
Many students cannot afford the expenses of school
and on-campus living fees. And even though living on
campus is more convenient, students will often opt for
an off-campus apartment that affords more room at a
lesser expense.
While it may be a risk to lower rates at first, administrators may find that students will respond by staying
on campus through their junior and senior years, eliminating the problem of empty halls, and in the end generating more revenue for hall operation costs.
The News believes it is an option worth serious consideration.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Feminism misunderstood

Being a recent participant in
several discussions on this matter, I've come to find that many
people out there, mostly men,
hold gravely incorrect ideas of
what the feminist movement is
all about
Now. hold on, just stay with me
on this one. I know many of you
out there are saying, "Oh great,
here comes a man-bashing tirade.'* This is not the case. Allow'
me to take that man-bashing
stereotype out of your head and
tell you what feminism is really
about
First of all, the basic consensus
I have received on the image of a
feminist seems to be that of a
screaming, man-hating woman
who gets upset about anything
and everything. Supposedly, she
wears men's clothing and has
mostly masculine qualities. According to some misinformed
souls, the issues that cause her so
much wrath simply are nonexistent, things that she simply
makes to look like problems in
order to get attention.
Let's look at some of these issues. First of all, there's the issue
of abortion. Most feminists are
pro-choice and rightly so. Every
woman should have the right to
do with her body what she wants.
I really don't believe that this decision should be left to men, what
most government officials are,
because it's nothing that they ultimately have to deal with.
Second, there's the Equal
Rights Amendment This has
been tossed around in the Supreme Court since 1972, and it
was originally submitted to Con-

gress in 1923. It has been 72
years since this has first became
an issue and has yet to be passed
This amendment would simply
guarantee that everyone would
be treated as equal, and this includes not only women, but racial
and religious minorities, as well.
Something as basic as guaranteed equality, and this has yet
to become law. Why Is this?
Women also have yet to receive
true equality in the workplace.
Nationally, they still do not
receive the same pay and job opportunities that men do. There is
no law mandating that maternity
leave be given by employers.
Also, finding child care that is
both decent and affordable Is
next to impossible.
Besides social issues, there are
also the things that just come
with being a woman. Women are
ultimately judged by appearances, no matter their achieve-

ments. This seems especially
true of female athletes and television personalities, such as
news anchors.
Women constantly feel the
pressure to be attractive, to always look their best Eating disorders among women, particularly those in their early teens, are
constantly on the rise as these
females desperately try to fit the
image of the supermodels and
movie stars that they see all
around them.
The popularity of the "waif"
look made looking overly thin,
pale and sickly all the rage, and
the obsession with thin, white, attractive women portrayed in
shows such as Beverly Hills,
90210 and Melrosc Place aren't
helping matters much, either.
So, what exactly is feminism
all about? It certainly isn't about
getting rid of die male population After all, ostracizing half of
the human race would only lead
us to extinction, and isn't gender
prejudice what we're trying to
end here? Causing exactly what
we're working to eliminate
doesn't gain us any strides, it
only turns the tables.
Feminism also isn't about
"screaming" about things that
don't exist and making everything look as though it's a problem. The things that feminists
see as problems are things that
are desperately in need of
change, not things that they simply made up out of boredom or a
want to complain about something.
I believe that feminism is
about a woman being her own

person. If s about a woman being
someone other than "Mr. So-andso's wife" and becoming
someone in her own right It's
about a woman getting up in the
morning and liking who she is
and knowing that she can do anything that she wants.
I believe that it is the woman
knowing that she does not need a
man to be fulfilled In her life,
that her life is not over simply
because she Is not married by
age 27 or she is not dating anyone
at the moment I believe that it is
about a woman not feeling pressure because she does not wear
size three jeans or her nails
aren't three inches long.

It's about a woman speaking
out on her own opinions and beliefs rather than letting a man do
It for her, or just keeping silent
because she feels that no one is
Interested. It's about knowing
that she doesn't have to be a
model or win a beauty pageant to
have worm, for her to know that
her looks are not the basis on
which she will be judged.
It's about a woman taking her
life by the reins and commanding
it to do whatever she wants. It's
about her being the best person
she possibly can be, fulfilling
herself by her own means and
accomplishing everything she
ever set out to do, because she
knows that she can.
Most of all, It's about knowing
that her battle for equality lies as
a long stretch of road before her.
Penny Brown is a weekly columnist for The News.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Black History foods
feed stereotypes

Protestor reveals
frigid attitude
This past Friday, as I was
restlessly walking to my 9:30
a.m. class, I was rudely
awakened when I saw the word
"frostbite'* spray painted on
the sign leading into Olscamp
Hall. When I entered the building, I was absolutely appalled
at this Ignorant act of deviance.
There are about 18,000 students at this University, each
one as cold as the next during
this season. If the vandal is
that upset about the cold
weather or, as the case may be,
so angry at Olscamp for not
canceling classes last year
around this time, perhaps the
individual(s) should transfer to
a college with a warmer climate.
Is vandalism a rational
means of expressing one's concern and beliefs about an Issue
that occurred over 350 days
ago?
I think that this immature
and unnecessary act should be

recognized, insignificant as It
may be. Consequently, I would
hope that it Is safe to say that
my fellow students and I do not
want bur tuition dollars spent
to clean up somebody else's in-

tolerable and weak expression
of frustration.
Stephen C Dourney
Sophomore
Sociology

I am writing In response to Ian
Martinez's criticism of Carl Rice.
Ian does point out that many
foods on the Black History
Month menu can be traced to
African-American roots.
The word "many," however,
Implies that not all the food can
be traced to a black past. This Is
where I agree with Carl Rice's attitude that there are stereotypical dishes on this menu. If you
cant trace these foods to black
roots, why Is It on the menu?
Why atop there? Let's put
rttffirmt and watermelon on the
menu. I know black folks love
that barbeque. Hey, let's wash
this down with Kool-AkL You
know, how about the food operations people dress up like mammies? That would be great)
With all these stereotypes being tossed around, I'm surprised
the University hasnt sponsored
Al Jolson face painting In the
Union OvaL Wake up people.
Chris Mackar
Sophomore
Radio
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University presents Music competion
new production
winners to perform
Bertolt Brecht's "The Good
Woman of Setzuan" opens Feb.
15 at the University's Joe E.
Brown Theatre.
In "The Good Woman of Setzuan, " three gods descend
from the sky In search of a
good person. They find Shen
Te, who tries to be charitable
but finds herself stranded In a
land of cheats, thieves and
parasites. "The Good Woman
of Setzuan" is a fanciful folktale with exotic music and
probing questions about human nature.
The University theater production will be staged at 8 p.m.
Feb. 15-18 and at 2 p.m. Feb.
19. The Joe E. Brown Theater
is located on the first floor of
University Hall.
All tickets are $3, and group
discounts are available.
Reserved seat tickets can be
purchased after Feb. 12 at the
theater box office in University Hall or by calling (419)
372-2719 during box office
hours, which are 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday. Remaining tickets will be sold at the
box offices before performances.

"I refuse to violate the law by talking to
a reporter about what we discussed."

Three winners of this year's
Bowling Green State University Competitions In Music Performance will appear on Feb.
17 with the Bowling Green
Philharmonia.
The orchestra, under the
direction of Emily Freeman
Brown and Christine Myers, a
graduate student from Havertown, Pa., will perform at 8
p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Also conducting on the program will be graduate students Michael Rodman of Allen Park, Mich., and Vincents
Larranaga of Santiago, Chile.
Saxophonists Russell Peterson, a second-year graduate
student from Bedford, Ohio,
and Bryan Polacek, a junior
music major from Stone
Mountain, Ga., will pcrfotjn
"Fantasia for Saxophone, Horn
and Strings" by Hector VillaLobos and "Elegie for Saxophone and Orchestra" by
Karel Husa, respectively.
Chad Roberts, a senior music major from Mansfield, will
be featured in "Horn Concerto
No. 1 in E-flat Major" by Richard Strauss.

Warning..Warning
Valentines Day Is
Tuesday

Two years ago today, University
President Paul Olscamp collided with
a student on a bike at the intersection
of Clough and South Main streets.
There were no injuries, only
moderate damages to the student's bike
and Olscamp's license plate, and
Olscamp had the right of way.
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ACROSS
THE NATION
Too bad, Tupac

00*

"What you do for me, you have to
do for my boys." She said she was
then forced to perform oral sex
on Shakur and three friends.

NEW YORK - A judge sentenced rapper Tupac Shakur to
the maximum 4-1/2 years in
prison for sex abuse, saying the
attack followed crimes that have
been "escalating in violence as
his career has progressed."
Shakur wept and apologized to
the victim before his sentencing
Tuesday, but insisted that he
committed no crime. He also apologized to the youth of America
"for falsely representing them."
He must serve 18 months before he is eligible for parole. He
was returned to jail after he was
sentenced.

In December, Shakur and his
road manager, Charles Fuller,
were convicted of first-degree
sex abuse, which means they
fondled and groped the woman
without her consent. They were
acquitted of sodomy and weapons
charges.
Fuller, 24, was sentenced to
four months in jail and five years
probation. Shakur cried as he referred to Fuller, saying he never
realized he would cause his
friend's downfall.

"This was an act of violence
against a helpless woman," said
State Supreme Court Justice
Daniel Fitzgerald.
Shakur, 23, has been arrested
six times since 1993 on charges
including violating probation,
weapons possession and assault.
He was convicted of groping
and fondling a 20-year-old woman
he met in a Manhattan nightclub
In November 1993.
She testified that she had sex
with Shakur in his hotel room the
night she met him. When she returned to the hotel four days
later, she said, Shakur told her.

A third man faces a separate
trial. The fourth fled and was
never found.
Shakur, who was shot and
robbed in an unrelated Incident
during the trial, appeared to be
fully recovered from his wounds.
Shakur began his rap career
with the group Digital Underground, then scored a hit In 1992
with "2Pacalypse Now," the first
of two solo albums. He also starred in the films "Juice," "Poetic
Justice" and "Above the Rim."
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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ACROSS
THE WORLD
Quake rocks Colombia
BOGOTA, Colombia - A
powerful earthquake with a preliminary magnitude of at least 6.2
rocked Colombia on Wednesday,
toppling buildings and killing at
least 11 people, according to
radio reports.
The worst hit city, according to
initial reports, was Pereira,
where at least six people were
killed and 80 injured when buildings and walls collapsed, RCN
radio reported. Five other deaths
and 20 injuries were reported in
other towns In western Colombia.
To avoid fires from possible
gas leaks or downed power lines,
Pereira officials severed electrical power In the city of 700,000
and suggested residents buy
flashlights and candles. Pereira
is 100 miles west of Bogota.

The quake was centered 175
miles west of Bogota and had a
preliminary magnitude of 6.2, the
Seismologic Institute of the West
reported from Call.
But the U.S. Geological Survey's National Earthquake Information Center in Golden,
Colo., estimated a preliminary
magnitude of 6.5.
Two people died from heart attacks during the quake in the
towns of Nelva and Trujillo, according to radio reports. A third
person died when a wall collapsed on her in the town of Armenia.
The quake was felt strongly in
Bogota, causing people to flee
buildings and creating Interruptions in telephone service.
A Jan. 19 quake centered in Colombia's sparsely-populated
eastern plains killed eight people.

Seniors!
Which group are you in?

Those pictured in The KEY.

Those not pictured.

Don I be a blank spot in your class history.
The absolute last session for senior portraits has 7 days left!!
Make your appointment now by calling The KEY office at 372-8086
Walk-Ins accepted!
10-noon;l-6p.m.
28 West Hall

This is your last session
and your last chance
Beat the cold weather and the long linesF Make your appointment now!

Walk-ins accepted!
10-noon;l-6p.m.
28 West Hall

Campus
The BG News
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Gambling, drug University's Irish Club
case continues bash to promote culture
for local trio

SHELVES
Continued from page one.

the problem.
GSS at-large representative Robert Callaway sponsored the bill.
"A lot of my classmates
Indicated to me that there
were problems locating materials with large stacks of
books on the floor," Calloway said. "The bill was
not intended as a complaint
but to call attention to the
situation."
Calloway credits GSS recording secretary Victoria
Guthrie, who co-sponsored
the bill, with researching
the problem.

Lai Busa
The BC News

JoiBoyK
The BC News

The waiting game continue*
in the case of suspected gambling house operator Douglas
Exman.
Exman, who was scheduled
to appear before Referee
Brian Eng1 I ■ h
Wednesday,
received a
deferral of
his initial
appearance
to proceed
straight to
his pre-trial
conference.
The conference Is scheduled for March 6.
Exman was charged Jan. 31
with gambling and operating a
gambling house.
In a related case, Todd Bird,
of 806 Scott Hamilton Drive,
appeared in Bowling Green
Municipal Court to face charges of possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia.

Bird's residence was
searched by police Jan. 31
based on information obtained
at Exman's apartment.
Pleading no contest to both
charges. Bird was fined $500
and: court costs and must
serve two years of probation.
Bird faces Jail time within
the next week due to outstanding fines levied against him in
an earlier case.
"[The police] came for
something totally different
and found something that 75
percent of college students
have - marijuana for recreational use," Bird said in a
statement to the court
"It's still illegal," English
replied.
Michael Thomas, also of 806
Scott Hamilton Drive,
received another extension
from English regarding the
charge of possession of drug
paraphernalia lodged against
him in the Jan. 31 bust
English granted him one
final extension until Feb. 15.

Shop smart! Shop locally!

University students who have
the urge to eat Irish sausage,
dance the Jig or Just learn more
about Irish culture should attend
the Blarney Bash
The bash, sponsored by the
Irish Club, is open to all students
regardless of their ancestry.
"The main purpose Is basically
to get the Irish culture involved
with students on campus,'' said
Jen Gleason, Irish club member.
Gleason said she expects 60 to
70 people to attend.
One of the Bash's big attractions is traditional Irish dancing
with a band called "Patty's Night
Out" The band features two
members who are orlginaly from
Ireland.

"Since if s open to both UniversiAlso Included in the $10 admis- ty students and the public, we
sion price Is Irish food, including want to give them both a place to
come together. This is also a good
chance to advertise our name."

"The main purpose is basically
Burke said the club was started
to get the Irish culture involved in the fall of 1991 and has grown
with students on campus."
to about 60 members.

Jen Gleason

The Bash starts at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday in the gymnasium of St
Thomas More University Parish
Part of the $10 ticket cost benesoda bread and, of course, Irish fits the church
sausage
Students can purchase tickets
"We've always wanted to have at the door, or they can call
a dance like this," said John Burke at 352-2986 for advance
Burke, Irish club president. tickets.
Irish dub member

"Circulation has
gone up steadily
since we've gone
on-line. I
attribute a lot of
this to the advent
ofOhioLink and
the greater
availability of
materials."

SEX
Gaags sisd from page one.

when he moved into her house
and began having sex with her.
Dixon does not have a telephone and could not be reached
for comment But Mitchell Garabedian, the attorney for all
three patients, said Dixon had
sex with King at HRI Hospital in
suburban Brookllne, where she
worked at nights as the psychiatrist on call.
Another patient, Catherine
Sheehan, said she began therapy
with King in August 1993. She
said she was feeling suicidal and

hoped King would help her recover from years of sexual abuse
by family members.
Sheehan said King started
holding therapy sessions In her
house - lying in bed, under the
covers, wearing a robe or nightgown.
"More than once I got up and
left because she was asleep,"
Sheehan said.
Once, Sheehan said, King
stripped down to her underwear
In front of Sheehan, her husband
and her son, then stood in front of

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfedt
date:
A date and thi&
VISA

-you *waxtt to be."

a window. Sheehan said she continued her therapy for 10 months
because King threatened to report her to the state as an unfit
mother.
In an interview Tuesday, Sheehan said King began hypnotizing
her and having sex with her, and
twice invited a lesbian friend to
participate Those allegations
were not contained In the lawsuit;
Sheehan's lawyer said they
would be added.

Mary Beth Zachary
head of access services

GSS President David
Vaillancourt Is hopeful that
the situation can be resolved soon. "It's very important for students to have
access to all the materials,"
Vaillancourt said.

POLICE
■ On Jan. 31 three women reportedly stole 19 leather coats
from the Elder-Beerman department store on North Main
Street. Employees reportedly
saw the women walk out the door
with large plastic bags and then
noticed that two racks had been
completely emptied.
■ Police received a complaint
during the afternoon of Jan. 31
about a man rolling a Joint in a
car parked outside of the Bowling Green Post Office on South
Main Street.
■ On Feb. 1 two naked men
were reportedly observed sitting
In a car outside of Foodtown
Supermarket Store on South
Main Street
■ Three men reportedly broke
Into the lounge of the Theta Chi
House on North Main Street on
the morning of Feb. Z The men
have reportedly done this before
and have been warned about it,
but they keep breaking in anyway.
■ A woman complained to
police on Feb. 2 that a man regularly "humps" a tree behind
Bowling Green Beverage on
North Dixie Highway. According
to the police report, the alleged
tree-humper said he Is a martial
arts expert and is performing a
"bonified exercise."
■ A resident of North Grove
Street reportedly escaped from
the Wood County Mental Health
Center on Feb. 2.
■ Three University students
were cited for underage drinking
on Feb. 2 in a house on Palmer
Street According to the police
report, a resident of the house
said, "How are we to keep
underage people from drinking?"
■ A resident of North Grove
Street told police Friday morning
that she had received a phone
call from a man clwlmlpg to be
the sheriff. The man reportedly
said there was a child molester in
the area and needed her to warn
all her neighbors with children.
The woman reportedly said none
of the neighbors would wake up.
■ A woman told police her ex-

husband assaulted her Friday
while she was babysitting in a
house on Gustin Street The man
reportedly choked her, slammed
her forehead against a wall,
forced her Into his truck and then
drove her to her apartment
There he reportedly asked her to
call a person she was out on a
date with earlier and tell him she
Is a compulsive liar.
■ Police received a complaint
Saturday morning about two
University students lying in
front of Otley's Shell Service on
East Wooster Street. Both were
cited for underage consumption,
and one was cited for possession
of fictitious identification. The
two men reportedly vomited in a
police patrol car.
■ Toledo police contacted University police Saturday morning
to tell them about a call they
received from a patient at the
Toledo Mental Health Center;
The patient reportedly claimed
his wife was being held hostage
at the University. The patient reportedly said he was going to
"get her" and anyone who tried
to stop him.
■ A Weston resident reported
to police Monday evening that he
was threatened on the Interstate
75 exit by a Flndlay resident. According to the police report, the
second driver got out of his car at
a stop sign and said, "111 break
you In half." He reportedly said
the other driver had been following him "bumper to bumper" for
several miles.
■ A resident of South Grove
Street reported to police Tuesdaymorning that someone dumped
snow Into her car overnight
Nothing was stolen except maybe
some change, she reportedly
said.
■ A man staying at Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn reported to!
police Tuesday night that a $90j
knife and two pairs of Jeans were:
stolen from his room. The man
reportedly said he believes the
burglar came in through the ceiling and left through the door.

could help bring many nappy endings.
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It* so easy to help your
five hours of volunteer time
community, when you think
per week the standard of
about it.
giving in America.
Millions of people have _
J^JJL^WJL^
„_._.._. Get involved with the
helped make five percent VflfCrlfC causes you care aboui
of their incomes and *>»< »M>Bg*»*" *«*m.r.b<< andgivefive.
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: Homicidal
\ ex-wife
I begins
\ jail term
The Associated Press

I

MIDDLETOWN, Ohio - A
woman who admitted hiring a hit
man to Mil her former husband
has begun serving a six-month
Jail term.
Melissa Frances, 43, began
serving her term in the city Jail
Tuesday after pleading guilty
Oec. 22 to a misdemeanor charge
of iwHiM-ing panic for her part in
the murder-for-hlre plot
No one was hurt in the alleged
conspiracy. Police arrested
Frances, Christopher Brown, 19,
and Frances' ex-husband, Clarence Wilkinson, 44, in December.
Police said Wilkinson and
Frances each tried to hire Brown
to kill the other. All three are
from Middle town.
Wilkinson was charged with
conspiracy to commit murder.
Brown was charged with extortion and conspiracy to commit
murder.
A Butler County grand jury is
to consider evidence this month
against Brown and Wilkinson,
who is principal of Franklin High
School in nearby Franklin.
Municipal Judge Mark Wall
! sentenced Frances to the maxii mum penalty, including the jail
time and a $500 fine. Frances
j challenged the punishment as
harsh.
Her lawyer, Steve Range, argued that Frances had no prior
criminal record, tried to back out
of the murder conspiracy and cooperated with police in the investigation.
The judge refused to reduce
the punishment He said at Frances' sentencing Jan. 25 mat she
conspired to commit the most
"heinous of crimes in taking the
life of another.''
A grand jury in neighboring
Warren County on Jan. 3 indicted
Wilkinson on 17 counts of gross
sexual imposition involving his
stepson, Brian Schuh, 18, who is
Frances' son. Police said the alleged sexual abuse apparently
sparked the dispute between
Wilkinson and Frances, who
formerly lived in Warren County.

Please
Do not Drink
and Drive!!
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OHSAA inspects
recruiting policy

Flock of Seagulls

Parochial schools
deny allegations;
public institutions
want investigation

schools. Players who live in a
school district sometimes play
for a parochial school in the same
league.
The article quoted a former assistant basketball coach at Central Catholic High School who
said he frequently visited one
The Associated Press
young star who was attending a
public school. The former coach
TOLEDO - The commissioner bought him lunches and offered
of the Ohio High School Athletic to pay half the player's tuition to
Association said he is "extremely come to Central Catholic.
disturbed" by allegations that
some Toledo high school coaches
The former coach, Grover
are recruiting athletes.
Cummlngs, alleged that other
"It puts a dark cloud over all of Central Catholic coaches whom
us involved in interscholastic he worked with also recruited.
athletics," OHSAA Commis"When we did it, we knew exsioner Clair Muscaro said.
actly what we were doing," he
The allegations were included said. "I did it because it was betin a series in The Blade this week tering our chance at winning."
that reported some Toledo high
Rumors of recruiting regularly
school coaches routinely break swirl through the city.
APFkMWMvkDueM
OHSAA rules by recruiting stu"They buy their players, dont
Seagulls congregate oa the ice of the Cayaboga River in Cleveland Wednesday. The noisy, raacoas
dents for athletics.
you know it," said Howard
birds huddled together for protection aaainst the biting wind and, perhaps, the chance to steal food
Muscaro said his staff will Mabel, assistant principal at
from each other.
study the charges before decid- Start High
ing whether to take action.
He and others, such as Dan
The OHSAA, which represents McLemore, Scott High's girls
all public high schools and most basketball coach, told the newsprivate ones, regulates inter- paper that Catholic schools rescholastic sports In the state. Its cruit the best athletes by offerrules forbid coaches from initiat- ing scholarships, financial aid
ing contact with prospective ath- and other incentives.
letes.
Coaches at Toledo's parochial
This includes calling other
schools denied recruiting allega- schools' star athletes, visiting
their parents and promising
Teens surveyed in the-anony- tions.
ing in thwarting the development
The Toledo City League is championships and college
of our children," said Dr. Mark I. mous study ranged from 14 to 19
Singer of Case Western Reserve years old, with about 52 percent composed of public and private scholarships.
University in Cleveland, who led of them female, 35 percent black,
33 percent white and 23 percent
the research team.
"Children simply cannot sus- Hispanic
The most prevalent symptoms
tain such high levels of violence
exposure without exhibiting se- linked to violence were anxiety,
Deborah Msndez
rious or significant emotional an anger and post-traumatic stress
The Associated Press
behavioral consequences," he syndrome, also associated with
wartime experiences, according
DENVER - A new study con- said Tuesday.
to the study.
ducted by doctors In Denver and
The acts of violence measured
Singer said researchers found
Cleveland suggested a link bein the study included slapping,
tween real-life violence and high the statistics to be similar at al- hitting, punching, beatings, knife
April
levels of psychological trauma most every site studied.
start soon.
The study found that teen-age attacks and shootings.
among teen-agers.
Doctors said they wanted to esSpaces are limited.
The findings of the study boys from large-city schools ex- tablish a direct link between experienced
or
saw
more
severe
released Tuesday showed that
Call TODAY!
posure
to
violence
and
subseteen-agers in both large cities violence than any other group. quent signs of psychological
Overall,
boys
experienced
more
and small towns are exposed to
trauma.
some level of violence at home, in violence than girls no matter
This re-establishes or reafschool and on the streets. A large where they lived.
firms the extent to which teennumber of youths experience or
However, with few exceptions, agers are exposed to real-life viowitness severe violence, such as
girls were exposed to more vio- lence. Second, it helps people apknife attacks and shootings, the
lence at home than male adoles- preciate mental health problems
study said.
that can result," said Dr. Trina
cents, according to the study.
Researchers said the 1992-93
Girls also reported experienc- Monden Anglin of the University
survey of 3745 public high ing more sexual abuse and as- of Colorado Health Sciences
school students in Denver, CleveCenter.
land, the affluent Cleveland su- sault

Study reveals violence
may be root of trauma

Cleveland, Denver
teens' experiences
result in high levels
of psychological harm

-2REVIEW

0 MCAT 0 LSAT 0
0 C5MAT
0 GRE 0
OThe Princeton Review 0

burb of Chagrin Falls and Lorain,
Ohio, about 30 miles west of
Cleveland, was the largest of Its
kind.
"We must recognize the very
serious role that violence is play-

GET WHAT YOU WANT
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Valentine's Day
"Love Notes"
Let your Valentine know how much you eare with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. Ton
can even add a color to your message for S5 to make it extra special.
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"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
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Name.
Address.

Display ad
y
up to 60
words
y
$20

Phone #
Size G1x3 - 910 □ 1x5 = 820
O Classified ■ 9

3 line minimum
HO t per line

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 dough)

352^9302;

Soc#.

Classified ad

RE Management

Call Now!

$10

"

Color □ YES
0 NO - 9
WordConntu__
Message:

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
apartment listing.
>841 Eighth St.
. 733 Manville
. 755 Manville
• 777 Manville

1x3
Display ad
up to 35
words

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St.
Open Man thru Fri
-6:00am-5;Q0pm

I

Trlshia,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Who!
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Deadline -Thursday, FeV. 9 214 West Hall ▼ 4pm. ¥ Publication -Tuesday Feb. 14
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Quakes
tremble
western
states

Cancer-causing
chemicals exiled

She's not heavy

Ann Bancroft
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Dozens of cancer-causing farm
chemicals will be phased out
under a court-approved agreement among state and federal
agencies and conservation
groups.
Approval ends a six-year dispute that began with a lawsuit
accusing the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency of ignoring a
law to protect the nation's food
supply from carcinogenic chemicals.

The Associated Press

Three small earthquakes shook
parts of Oregon and California
within an hour early Wednesday
morning, but there were no immediate reports of injury or
damage.
The three earthquakes were
unrelated, the U.S. Geological
Survey said.
The strongest, of 4.0 magnitude, was reported at 1:36 a.m.
PST, in Eureka, Calif., about 70
miles south of the Oregon state
line, said Pat Jorgenson of the
geological survey in Menlo Park,
Calif.
A Eureka police operator said
only a few people had called and
that no damage had been reported.
A 3."/-magnitude quake at 1:10
am. PST was centered 20 miles
northeast of Salem, Ore., the geological survey said. And a
3.2-magnitude quake at 12:46
am. PST was centered about IS
miles north of Los Angeles, according to the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.
David Hugunin was watching
television when he felt the Salem
tremor.
"It wasn't a rolling tremor.... It
felt like a shaking," he said. "I
heard the walls creaking, and it
was fairly sharp."
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Commercial fisherman Mike Beauregard, 27, uses his dog, Betsey, as a scarf to warm himself after
returning to Ogunqult, Maine, after spending a day at sea. Arctic temperatures are expected to last
throughout the week.

House moves to approve GOP crime
legislation; Clinton denounces plan
Marcy Gordon
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House is
inching toward passage of a Republican anti-crime package
after voting unanimously to
compel criminals to compensate
their victims. But President Clinton today denounced the overall
legislation, saying it would weaken efforts to get more police on

the nation's streets.
"I will oppose any attempt to
undermine the capacity of the
crime bill to produce the 100,000
police officers that we promised
the country," Clinton told an audience of law enforcement officials.
The anti-crime legislation, part
of the GOP's "Contract With
America" agenda, aims to restructure the $30 billion crime
law enacted last year. The section to put 100,000 more police
officers on beats is the measure's
centerpiece.
"There is a national interest
here. The Congress and the country should not back away from
that," Clinton said.
Clinton coupled his remarks
with an announcement that 6,660
police departments in small
towns and suburbs with fewer
than 50,000 residents would be

sharing $434 million in grants to
hire 7,115 new police officers
under the 1994 act.
The crime law has funded
more than half the police departments in the nation to hire
more than 16,000 officers.
Democratic lawmakers,
meanwhile, took officials representing some 434,000 police officers, from the Fraternal Order of
Police and the National Association of Police Organizations, to
Capitol Hill to speak against the
Republican package.
The Republicans "are going to
have to convince the American
people that we should not have
100,000 new cops," said Rep.
Charles Schumer of New York,
the Democrats' point man on
crime issues. "I don't think they're going to succeed. ... We know
that America already has a good
crime bill."

The EPA agreed to phase out
within five years the use of any
pesticide detectible in food that
can be shown to Induce even benign tumors in animate.
U.S. District Judge William B.
Shubb approved the settlement
Tuesday over the objections of
farm interests and chemical
companies. The companies complained that the EPA definition of
"cancer-inducing" is so broad it
would outlaw pesticides that pose
virtually no health risks.
"We're dealing with extremely
trivial risks here," said
Lawrence S. Ebner, who objected
to the settlement on behalf of the
American Frozen Food Institute
and five other agricultural
groups.
Over the next two years, some
37 chemicals would be phased
out, with more than 80 phased out
over the next five years.
"This applies to hundreds and
hundreds of food uses," said Al
Meyerhoff, senior attorney for
the Natural Resources Defense
Counsel, an environmental group
that participated in the lawsuit.
About 80 carcinogenic agricultural chemicals are still on the
market, he said.
"The greatest concern is that
no one, not the government, not
the industry, not the scientific
community, can tell us what the
cumulative impact is of that
amount of exposure," Meyerhoff
said.
He called the settlement a "second punch."
The first punch was a 1992 U.S.

UNIVERSITY UNION
♦Best Values on Campus

BBQ
&Ribs
$6.95
All You Can Eat
Incl potatoes, toss salad &
garlic bread

Om:\ 5-7I>M
» Al

h I

I meal |
pled

w

menu changes
weekly.

Incl: Complete salad bar. garlic
bread and unlimited
beverage.

4:30-7™.

|» All students meal plan
cards accepted

Place a 1x3 ad in
the BG News that:
• Appears in the Classified Section
•Offers:
•Variety of graphics to choose from
• Can be billed to Bursar account
Deadline: 2 days prior to publication date
Please call 372-2606 or stop by the BG News 204 W. Hall
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with one of our great
balloon bouquets and
we guarantee smiles!
Reserve your balloon bouquet
by 2-12 and we'll give you a 3oz. box of
Hallmark candy FREE! ($1.65 value.)
■ HBBBiBSBHaBaaHaaHHMMB

||riff mi**E_

Packages
plus...
Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad St. BQ
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Want to wish Someone Happy Birthday?
Anniversary... Congratulations?
Best Wishes on Speeial Occasions-

Present your

Pasta
Day

OPEN

Appeals Court ruling on a lawsuit
filed by the same plaintiffs. That
ruling required the EPA to apply
to four pesticides a strict 19S8
clause to the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act. The so-called
Delaney clause said no chemicals
known to cause cancer should be
allowed in the food supply.
The second lawsuit would apply the Delaney clause to all pesticides used in food production.
Both sides predicted the battle
will now move to Congress.
EPA attorney Jonathan Fleuchaus said federal regulators
already are phasing out the
chemicals the settlement covers.
Environmentalists say it will
prevent bureaucratic footdragging by requiring the EPA to
stick to a scheduled phaseout.
John King, spokesman for the
California Farm Bureau, said the
settlement could lead to the loss
of more than half the chemicals
used to fight disease and pests.
Included in the list of chemicals to be phased out are fungicides used for citrus and avocado, he said. "In that case, we're
down to the last product, and
that's being phased out of the
market."

VALENTINE'S DAT!

BOWL-ft-GREENEItY

$5.20

Thomas Basllck, laboratory supervisor, at the water treatment
plant in Reading, Pa, draws
water for testing from a giant
supply pipe.

Make someone smile this
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Two

Buildings
at Campbell Hill Opts.
2 and 3 Bedrooms
IDasher/Druer hookups

• Full basements

• Air Conditioning

Greenbriar Inc.
114 C. Uloosli

351-0717
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MOOSE BROS. PHI A

VIDEO CENTER
More choices at Kroger
Video Center with over
2,000 offerings for video
fans. (No membership fee)
NEW RELEASE (Rental)

'1.89

ALL OTHER TITLES (Rental)

»

VIDEO RENTAL
With Any NEW Membership!
One Membership
Per Family!

The Bake-lt-Yourself
Restaurant Pizza. Prepared
fresh daily for you to enjoy
at home. The best-tasting
pizza in town.
Guaranteed.

CAESAR SALAD
One Package of Pastry Shoppe

BREAD STICKS
With The Purchase of 1 -Lb. or More
of Regular or Chicken Caesar Salad.

NEW & MADE TO ORDER!
We start with the freshest Romaine,
our very own secret recipe croutons,
your choice of toppings (choose
from onions, mushrooms, black
olives, bacon, anchovies or egg) and
add the finest caesar dressing to
make our incredible caesar salad.

Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, Feb. 6 thru Feb. 12,1995.
COPYRIGHT 1995. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
•DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 80«. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

TREAT YOURSELF...TO HOMESTYLE GOODNESS TODAY AT KROGER!

World
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Road openings
generate hope
in Sarajevans
Mine explosion,
food shortage
in northwest
hurt optimism
LI am McDowill
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - Things are getting better for thousands of civilians newly able to come and go
from Sarajevo, but worse for
180,000 others in the northwest
who are running out of food.
Optimism generated by the
opening of routes in and out of
the besieged capital was clouded
Tuesday when a car hit a landmine on an unauthorized route.
One person suffered head injuries, U.N. officials said.
The routes - one between Serbcontrol led suburbs and one to a
government-held suburb and
food supplies - were part of a
Jan. 1 truce. But implementation
of the conditions of the fourmonth accord signed by the Muslim-led government and rebel

Serbs has repeatedly been delayed.
Serbs from Croatia and renegade Muslim forces - both allies of the Bosnian Serbs - didn't
sign the truce.
Their forces have blocked food
shipments to Bihac in the northwest, said U.N. spokesman Kris
Janowski. He said deliveries
have fallen far short of the 2,100
tons needed each month
While fighting in most of Bosnia has quieted, it has persisted
in the Bihac area.
The anti-government Muslim
leader, Flkret Abdic, is demanding half of all aid shipments to
Bihac. The United Nations has
given 20 percent to him for his
30,000 supporters.
"The food situation in Bihac is
critical," said Alemka Lisinski,
another representative of the
U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees. "At the moment, only
the hospital and cases of utmost
priority are being given food."
About 100 people protested
outside the U.N. offices in Bihac
on Monday. "Some of them said
they haven't eaten for days,"
Lisinski said.

VILLAGE GREEiV
APARTMENTS

AP PhotoUnmcI Rupcil

Ethnic Russians and Chechens try to find the bodies of relatives or
friends among a long line of unidentified corpses on the outskirts
of Grozny. Unidentified victims of the conflict, many of them cl-

Casualty, death tolls climb
Dave Carpenter
The Associated Press

NAZRAN, Russia - The true
toll of dead and wounded in Russia's war on separatist Chechnya
may never be known, but new estimates suggest many thousands
of casualties in just two months.
The vast majority are civilians
killed In relentless Russian artillery bombardments, in often indiscriminate missile strikes and
bombings, or in crossfire between Russian troops and Che-

Russian, Chechen war claims several
thousand lives; soldiers seek revenge
chen fighters.
On Tuesday, a Russian lawmaker said a group led by the nation's human rights commissioner has compiled a list of
25,000 civilians killed so far in
Grozny, the devastated Chechen
capital.
Lawmaker Yuli Rybakov said
the group had compiled its list of
names and addresses from refu-

This Week at the
Collage of Musical Arts
Bowling Green'State Unlvanity

•ry 9,8 p.m.
[Jeffrey Irvine, viola and
on, piano
Free

1 bedroom furnishedandunfurnishedfor
summer only!
Afetu2 Bedroom furnished and unfurnished
fatlandSummer onty.

uary 12, 4 p.m.
/Master Class: Leone Buyse,

Wednesday, February 15, 8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: David Saygers. tuba
Bryan Recital Hall, Free

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman

345-3533

vlllans, were laid out by Ingush and Chechen officials for Identification and burial.

Moot* Mustcel Aits Cente*
BON Office open weekdeys
noon-Spm CM 419/3728171 or 800/589-2224 for
tickets. Music Concert
Hollme 372 8888

Thursday, February 16,3:30 p.m.
Master Class with William Street,
saxophone
Bryan Recital Hall, Free
Thursday, February 16,8 p.m.
Guest Artist: William Street, saxophone
Bryan Recital Hall. Free

gees who have fled the fighting.
His comments were reported by
Interfax and the ITAR-Tass news
agencies.
Hundreds of thousands of people have been forced to flee their
homes in Grozny and in towns
and villages across Chechnya, a
small, mostly Muslim republic in
southern Russia.
Interfax also said military
sources had now increased their
estimates of dead among the
Russian troops in Chechnya to
1,200, with ISO missing and 3,400
wounded. Rybakov accused the
government of covering up the
true number of Russian military
casualties, sometimes by burying
soldiers in mass graves.
The government has denied
engaging in a cover-up, and officials have rejected casualty es-

timates similar to Rybakov's, including one of 20,000 civilian
dead made by the chairman of
the defense committee in the
Duma, the lower house of parliament
Whatever the true figures, the
toll of dead and wounded is increasingly a source of bitterness
for both sides.
Many Chechens say they now
have a duty to seek blood
revenge for the deaths of relatives and friends.
And more and more Russian
soldiers are openly criticizing
their commanders, some vowing
to avenge their friends' deaths
with more bloodshed.
Their vows are a sign of frustration with the bogged-down
Russian campaign.
Grozny has not been captured,
hundreds of soldiers have died
and the army has taken the brunt
of the blame for a bloody
offensive that has killed countless civilians.

Kodo Drummers
of lapan *f
Friday. February 17
8 pm at the Peristyle
nt the Tolnclo Museum of Art
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HURRY-DONjr GET LOCKED OUTQ
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Call (419) 243-7000
oi visit any SolocTix outlet.
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Call or stop
in for a complete
listing of all available Apts.
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Raft the Rivers Wild

• Columbia Court Apartments - 8 Left
• Field Manor Apartments - 4 Left
• Frazee Avenue Apartments -15 Left
• Ridge Manor Apartments - Full

All Close To Campus
CAMPUS SPECIALS $21^-29"'!

Greenbriar Iiic,
Check out our
Summer listings.

Ttou: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

mm.

USA Raft

lime: 1000am ■ 3:00pm
Gates: 7e6.9,10,-13,14

Deposit: $25.00

t-SOO-USA-RAFT

HOURS

Mon.-Thurs.8-6

OMSK,
.

New, Notkrnicky, Nsntahak ft Ocos* Rivers
PO Box 277 • Rowt«sburI,WV 2S425
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Women fall to Chippewas
Falcon basketball
team loses first
matchup to CMU
In eight meetings

Dave Feltner
BGNews
Just one month ago, BG
traveled to Central Michigan
and handed the Chippewas a
73-45 loss.
But since that game the two
teams seem to have headed in
opposite directions. Wednesday night they met at Anderson Arena, played a basketball
game and continued in their
opposite directions.
CMU upset the Falcons,
60-58, for its second consecutive Mid-American Conference win, moving itself into a
tie with the Falcons for sixth
place at 4-7.
"I don't think there's a team
in the conference that's come
as far as we [have] - there's
not," CMU coach Donita Davenport said "Our worst game
was our Bowling Green game
at home. And I think at that
point we got beat so badly that
our kids set [themselves] and
decided they weren't going to
be that bad."
Despite trailing the entire
second half and most of the
game, the Falcons (6-13 overall) had a chance to tie or win
in the closing seconds, but
Sara Puthoff's 12-footer was
off the mark.
"We wanted to have [Michelle] Shade come to the ball, but
we were lined up In the wrong
spot," Falcon coach Jaci Clark
said. "We were supposed to
look up top and Sara had a
good look... it was a good shot,
it was open and hopefully we
make those. But that's not
what the game came down to.
"There was a lot of mistakes
in between, and we never got
Into the flow of the game. We're looking for five players that
can play together."
Clark had trouble finding
that combination all night. BG
opened a 21-17 lead in the first
half, but then hit a drought
The Falcons scored Just six

Scott Brown
The BC News
Jaci Clark summed it up best.
When asked if the Central
Michigan squad that defeated
her Bowling Green team 60-58
Wednesday night was different
than the one
the Falcons
beat by 28 earlier in the year,
the BG coach
was frank with
her reply.
"They are
much more
concentrated,"
Clark said. "We
might be a
different team."
The Falcons struggled their
way toward their first loss to the
Mid-American Conference Chippewas in eight meetings. All in
all, it was one of Bowling Green's
worst performances in a season
that hasn't seen many highlights.
There was one stretch in the
first half where the Falcons

"We didn't have any
continuity out there.
It seems like when
one of us can't shoot,
nobody can shoot.
When we have those
problems, we are
going to struggle."
Jaci Clark
women's basketball coach
scored only six points in an
11-minute span. In the final
minute, they killed a potential
rally with an onslaught of mental
mistakes, including a foul with 53
seconds to go with the score tied
The ultimate mlscue ~ a player
lined up in the wrong spot on the
last possession ~ epitomized the
entire ballgame.
Sleep-walking would be a good
term to describe BG's lethargic
play"We didn't have any continuity
out there," Clark said. "It seems
like when one of us cant shoot,
nobody can shoot. When we have
those problems, we are going to
struggle."
Bowling Green shot 42.6 percent as a team (26-61), but the
fact that no one came up from the
wings hurt them. Michelle Shade

MT.PLEASANT, Mich. - Once
again the Bowling Green baskteball team's motor sputtered on
the Mid-American Conference
road. Fortunately for the Falcons, they were able to shift
gears and surpassed a depleted
Central Michigan squad, 75-57,
Wednesday night in Rose Arena.
The Chippewas played Just six
players and tailed BG until die
stretch run.
With about 15 minutes left in
the contest and BG ahead 36-45,

had 22 points, and Sharlecn
Hooper had a career-high 13, but
only four others scored.
Freshman Sara Puthoff continued to struggle, with a 1-8 shooting performance (4 points) in
only 21 minutes of court time.
She missed the potential tying
shot with five seconds to go, as
well.
The other freshman, Bridget
Andrews, followed up her careerbest 19-polnt performance on
Saturday with a zero in the

scorebook.
The loss marks the third in a
row for the Falcons, who are now
6-13 overall and 4-7 in the conference. They are now tied in 7th
place in the conference with the
Chippewas (4-7 MAC and 6-13
overall) and a home date looming
with MAC-leading Ohio on Sunday.
The Falcons, after trailing by
as many as 10, did make a second-half run and tied the score
with 1:45 to play. But a pair of

the tired Chipps hit the wall and
watched the Falcons tear off on a
22-4 run.
During the spurt Shane KllneRuminski caught fire and used
the Chippewas' interior defense
for 10 points In four minutes.
Foul trouble kept CMU from contesting the senior center's shots.
"It was a big key for me scoring a lot of points in the second
half," Kllne-Ruminski said "If
they're in foul trouble, they're In
big trouble because they only
have six players. I had layup
after layup after layup."
"He Is good, but not that good,"

CMU coach Leonard Drake said
"We made him look like an AllAmerican, and he didn't do anything He didn't have to do anything to get his shots. He Just
turned around and layed the ball
over the rim. We didn't compete."
Despite his big run, KlineRum inski shot just 1-5 in the first
half, but he wasnt the only one
with troubles. Shane Komlves
put up seven first-half shots and
couldnt connect on any.
CMU held the ball and slowed
things up in the first half, hitting
buckets when it counted and

Browns' Jones gets scare
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Last month's
bone spur surgery for Cleveland Browns offensive tackle
Tony 'Jones was called off
when his heart stopped and had
to be restarted with medication, his agent said.
"Right now, they are trying
to determine exactly why this
happened," said Tom Condon,
Jones' agent with International

points in the final 11 minutes
of the half and feU behind,
31-25, at the break.
"People are getting good
looks at the basket, and It's not
going down for them," Clark
said. "They've got to find out
where their focus Is and step
and take those shots and make
those shots."
CMU (6-13 overall) led by as
many as 10 points in the second half. On each of four Falcon comeback attempts, the
Chippewas were able to hold
off — usually with an Eve
Claar bucket.
Claar struggled through a
4-13 effort from the floor and
finished with several key
plays.
She nailed a 3-pointer to halt
a 14-6 BG run at the nineminute mark and hit a Jumper
at the three-minute mark for a
54-50 lead. She also buried a
pair of free throws with 53
seconds left to break a 56-56
tie.
"When we needed something tonight, she got it," Davenport said "And that's the
sign of a good leader. She was
off tonight. She's been bothered by a hamstring pull, and I
think she had a hard time getting set and getting the ball
off."
BG was led by Shade's 22
points. Sharleen Hoooper added 13 and Jenny Ku lies nine.
Linda Taylor paced the
Chipps with 18. Tracey Renken had 12.
"The last time we played
them we forced a lot of turnovers, and I'm sure, since
then, they've worked on that,"
Clark said. "They didn't press
us ... but we didnt get a lot of
rebounds. There were a lot of
reasons why they beat us up
tonight."

The BG NewtffiMi WcHxpcr

BG's Sarah Puthoff (34) and Charlotta Jones (25) struggle for the ball with Central Michigan's Denise
Didley during Wednesday night's game at Anderson Arena. The Chippewas defeated BG 60-58.
fouls and a forced shot on the
offensive end allowed the Chippewas to creep back into the lead
Clark was quick to compliment
Central Michigan, who has Improved immensely as the season
has progressed
"Central played very good tonight," Clark said. "They've been
improving as the season has gone
on. They came ready to play."
They appeared to be the only
ones.

BG overcomesfiesty CMU
Marty Fuller
The BC News

BG women fall
short at buzzer

Management Group.
"We're not sure if Tony had a
reaction to some medication,
whether something was done
improperly or whether he had
something wrong medically to
begin with."
Condon said the 28-year-old
Jones, a seven-year NFL veteran, has considered retiring
because of the medical emer-

at the Cleveland Clinic. He
•pent three days In intensive
care.
Jones' wife doesn't want him
to pursue surgery for bone
spurs In his elbow, Condon
said.
Kevin Byrne, a team
spokesman, said Wednesday
that Jones was vacationing and
didnt want to talk about the
matter. "He was pretty shook
up," Byrne said

playing smart defense on the
other end
"They played great defense,"
BG coach Jim Larranaga said
"We got off to a fast start with
our high-low game, and they
came back and clogged the lane
with Floyd Miller's man and
made it very difficult for Ruminskl to get going again."
CMU would have had the lead
at the break were it not for a lastsecond half-court shot by Jay
Larranaga that pushed BG ahead
25-23.
In the second stanza, the Chippewas'Ryan Jansen came out firing. The CMU guard knocked
down a couple of buckets to boost
Central to a 35-31 advantage.
"We had to make a decision to
start the second half, " Larranaga said. "We had to decide to
stick with a big lineup or go with
a smaller lineup. We elected to go
with a smaller and put a player In
the high post that they would be
forced to defend"
The results of the change were
KUne-Rumlnskl's uncontested
buckets that sealed the victory
forBG.
"If s a war down there - you
cant let a guy mosey on in,"
Drake-said "We've got to show
some heart and knock the hell out
of somebody."

CM U has heart
in midst of their
dreadful season
with 9:45 left in the first half.
Afterward, Drake often had to
pull his players out of the foul
MT. PLEASANT, Mich - Be- lane when a CMU player was
fore Wednesday night's BG-CMU shooting free throws for fear of
game even started, it was sup- picking up another foul.
"We can't afford to get in foul
posed to be over.
According to the stat sheets trouble," Drake said "I'm not
and record book, all BG had to do sure that the fact that Jason got
was make it to Rose Arena for in foul trouble made a big differthe opening tip in order to pick ence, any kind of foul trouble
hurts us."
up its 13th win of the season.
Somehow CMU kept the game
BG entered the contest ranked
fourth in the nation in field-goal close throughout the first half.
percentage, hitting nearly 52 The Chipps even managed to
percent of its shots. On the other grab a 23-22 lead when Ryan Janhand, Central Michigan Univer- sen out-hustled Shane Klinesity only had one player on its Ruminski for a loose-ball layup.
Seven seconds later. Jay Larroster making more shots than he
ranaga threw a 50-foot wrench
missed
CMU's defense is nothing to into Central's upset plans, giving
BG the lead and the momentum
write home about, either.
Never mind the fact that CMU heading Into the hair.
After a spirited 12-6 run to
head coach Leonard Drake
doesn't have a team that can start the second stanza, the outshoot or defend the ball well - he manned CMU squad ran out of
gas.
barely has a team.
The Falcons exerted their
After being hit with a rash of
injuries, including a season-th- physical dominance in closing
reatening thigh bruise to leading out the game on a 44-22 run to
scorer Thomas Kilgore (18.9), coast to a 75-57 victory.
It's too bad for CMU that the
Drake only dressed seven
winner of each game is decided
players for the game.
That number Is even a little by which team scores the most
misleading because one of them points. With that system intact.
happened to be red-shirt fresh- Central doesn't stand much of a
man Curtis Gllleylen, who Drake chance of earning another *W
is trying to save until next this season.
If the game, however, was
In fact, CMU didnt even have based on who had the most floor
enough healthy bodies to form a bums, CMU's Chad Guelda could
spot die entire Falcon team 20
layup line in pregame warmups.
Instead, the Chipps' warmups dives and still win hands down.
looked like a casual driveway
Central might not win another
shoot-around.
game this season, but with the
Amazingly, Central's player heart it exhibited against the
problem took a turn for the worse Falcons, Drake's squad might be
when sophomore center Jason In better shape for the 1995-96
Hoyt picked up his third foul season than Bowling Green.
Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
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Houston guard
leveled by NBA
Maxwell suspended for ten
games, fined $20,000 for punch
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Vemon Maxwell
of the Houston Rockets was suspended for at least 10 games and
fined $20,000 by the NBA on
Wednesday for running Into the
stands and punching a heckler
during a game at Portland.
Rod Thorn, the league's vice
president for operations, said the
case is unprecedented in his 10
years in the league.
"We've never had anybody go
into the stands, unless it was a
fight among players that spilled
over into the seats," he said.
During his suspension Maxwell
must meet with league personnel. A decision will then be made
as to whether he can return to active status after the 10th game.
The suspension began with
Wednesday night's game at Sacramento. Maxwell's ejection
from the Portland game Monday
night carries with it an additional
automatic $1,000 fine.
Thorn announced the decision
after league officials viewed
videotape from a freelance television cameraman. People who
have seen the video say it clearly
shows Maxwell connecting a
right-handed punch to the jaw of
35-year-old Steve George.
Maxwell ran a dozen rows into
the stands to get at George during the third quarter of Houston's 120-82 loss to Portland.
The action against Maxwell
exceeds the penalty handed
Charles Barkley in 1991. Berkley
was fined $ 10,000 and suspended
for a game for spitting at fans.
The target was a heckler but he
hit an 8-year-old girl instead.
George, a home products
salesman from Atlanta who was
in town visiting family, said
Maxwell punched him on the left
side of his jaw.
A police report filed by George
has been forwarded to the Multnomah County district attorney's
office. George's attorney, Richard Maizels, said his client would
sign a complaint with the district

Centers have style, star says
Windy Lani
The Associated Press

attorney.
Maizels said a civil lawsuit also
is possible but believes there is a
good chance of a settlement.
If George signs the complaint
with the district attorney's office
and prosecutors agree to pursue
the case, Maxwell likely would
face a misdemeanor fourthdegree assault charge, Portland
police spokesman CW. Jensen
said.
CameiamanCarl Wikman, on
assignment for a Yakima, Wash.,
television station, was sitting on
the floor a few feet from the end
of the Houston bench. He said his
video shows the escalating confrontation between Maxwell and
an entire section of the crowd.

"We've never had
anybody go into the
stands, unless it was
a fight among players
that spilled over into
the seats."
Rod Thorn
NBA vice president for operations

NEW YORK - There's predous little room In the slammln,' jammln,' woof in' NBA of
the '90s for the sky hook. Even
the man who originated that
graceful and effective shot,
Kareem Abdul Jabbar, sees Its
time is past.
"Dr. J and Michael Jordan
really ruined it for all of us big
guys," Abdul-Jabbar said.
"Nobody wants to see somebody playing with their backs
to the basket.
"People would rather look
like Michael Jordan on the
highlight film than be seen
shooting the sky hook. It's just
an element of style."
The former Lakers star, who
returned to his hometown
Tuesday to be honored as a
Hall of Fame Inductee, sees
little similarity between the
game he played for a record 20
seasons and the role of today's
centers like Orlando's ShaquiUe O'Neal.
Television has changed the
face of the game, Abdul-Jabbar
said.
"Certainly style over substance is Important now," he
said. "They didn't have 'play of
the day' when I was playing."
What hasn't changed: a dominating center is still con-

Things came to a boil during a
timeout with 3:33 to play in the
third quarter. George and his
brother, Nick, said they were
shouting "Five points and four
fouls, nice game" at Maxwell
when he left the bench and
headed to where they were sitting.
Rockets forward Robert Horry
and assistant coach Larry Smith
Ronald Blum
followed Maxwell into the stands
The Associated Press
and appeared to be trying to
break up the fracas. All three
WASHINGTON- Though it
Rockets were ejected by offi- already seems doomed. Presicials.
dent Clinton proposed legislation
to Congress on Wednesday that
would create a three-member
panel of Independent arbitrators
to settle the baseball strike.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
and Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole said they had no intention of
&
moving quickly to force an end to
the six-month strike.

Do Your Part.

INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
Sat., February 11,1995
10:00-4:30pm
R««unm Work.hop
3rd Floor
-Bonnie Fink,
University Union
English/ Technical

"Real World'

-Doreen Cutway,
Chamber of Commerce
DR. Dan Klein,
Prof, of Finance, BGSU
Int»rvl«wlng Skill.
-Terri Suhadolnik,
Vice President of
Communica

Keynote
Speaker:
Dr. Richard
Weaver

Professor of Interpersonal
Communication
Bowling Green State University

Writing Lecturer

First Impressions. A Professional Apparel Demonstration
Sponsored By JCPenny and Uhlmans
If you have any questions, contact Meredith at 352-8749
or Kathy at 353-0320.

Sponsored By WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS, INC.+ FREE ADMISSION+
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Not even O'Neal, although
Abdul-Jabbar acknowledges
that the muscular Magic center
has developed his own dominating high-percentage game
based on getting dunks off
offensive rebounds.
"I saw his rap video where
he said he don't need no hook,
so I'm not going to offer him
any advice," Abdul-Jabbar
said. "It's too bad he doesn't
Kareem-Abdul Jabbar, the NBA's career scoring leader, displays his trademark hook shot during a 1985 contest

See KAREEM, page Hewn.

Dole said his office received
"I'm not sure that Congress has
the wisdom, or should have the about 1,400 telephone calls about
ability to intervene in a single in- the strike by midafternoon and
dustry that's not a matter of that they ran 5-1 against international safety,'' Gingrich said.
vention.
The Republican leaders, who
Other Republicans criticized
have the power to bottle up any Clinton for attempting to personbill, met with mediator WJ. ally mediate the dispute.
Usery for about 40 minutes in
"I'm afraid the president has
Dole's ornate Senate office. ratcheted up the issue in an alUsery met separately with union most Incredible fashion," said
head Donald Fehr.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.
Clinton, speaking in the
"I think it's a dumb idea. We
Roosevelt Room where talks have much more important fish
were held the night before, said to fry," said Rep. Steve Stockhe had no regrets about trying to man, R-Texas. "For a president
who claims to champion the
end the strike.
'Ill send the legislation up. middle class, he certainly spends
They'll hear from the American a lot of time trying to settle dispeople, and they'll make their putes between millionaires."
Even some Democrats disown decision," he said. "If we
had a baseball commissioner, agreed with the president.
"I think we have a lot more Immaybe none of us would have
portant things to do than basebeen in here."
..■:!". i
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ball," said Sen. Joseph Biden,
D Del. "I'd like to organize a
group that if baseball comes
back, we'd boycott baseball. And
I'm a baseball fan."
But Rep. Charles Schumer,
D-N.Y., backed the president
during a news conference with
three other congressman and
Sen. Bob Graham, D-Fla.
Schumer called Dole and Gingrich "the Sultans of Not."
Clinton's bill, sponsored by
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., and Rep. Pat Williams,
D-Mont, would give the president authority to appoint a threeperson "national baseball dispute
resolution panel." It would accept proposals and arguments
from both sides and formulate a
settlement Neither side could go
to court to overturn any decision.
V;:
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sidered a ticket to the NBA
Finals.
Abdul-Jabbar, the NBA's
leading scorer with 38387 regular season points, led Milwaukee to one title and the
leakers to five more. That came
after a college career in which
he won three NCAA championships under UCLA coach John
Wooden.
"I was able to beat one-onone coverage every time and
shoot high percentage shots
that created a lot of stress on
the defense," he said. "That
gave everybody who played on
the perimeter for the Lakers an
extra step, and we were able to
win consistently using that
theory of play.
"Nowadays, I don't see anybody that's in there able to
score as consistently as I did as
far as shooting percentage and
getting good shots."

Clinton pitches in on talks

s *r,

Time Management
-Jeanne Wright, Dir.
of the BGSU Student
WELLneM Center

Jabbar ponders position
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GREAT FOR LUNCH!

354-6500
MERCER & WOOSTER

t,

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

2 SLICES OF
PEPPERONI PIZZA
WITHA160ZPOP
ONLY

$4w
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Cocaine nailed Strawberry How to end the
Document confirms drug use
smelly strike
Ben Walker
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Cocaine was
the drug Darryl Strawberry
tested positive for last month,
leading to his suspension from
baseball, according to documents
obtained by The Associated
Press.
Strawberry was suspended
Monday for 60 days for violating
baseball's drug policy and terms
of his aftercare program. The
San Francisco Giants released
him right after the penalty was
announced.
Strawberry did not play for the
first two months of the 1994
season after he admitted a substance abuse problem and sought
treatment. There was speculation at the time that he had a cocaine problem, but it was never
officially confirmed by representatives of baseball or Strawberry.
Acting commissioner Bud Selig sent a letter to Strawberry at
his home in Rancho Mirage, Calif., last week, informing the outfielder that "on Jan. 17 and 18,
1995, you submitted urine samples which tested positive for an
illegal drug."
The letter, a copy of which was
obtained on Tuesday by the AP,

did not detail what drug was involved.
An additional document on
Strawberry's case, however,
showed he tested positive for cocaine when the samples were evaluated Jan. 20. In drug testing,
it is standard to perform a confirming test on an additional part
of each sample. Strawberry's
"B" test was conducted Feb. 1
and also was positive.
Rich Levin, a spokesman for
major league baseball, had no
comment Tuesday on Strawberry. Levin said the commissioner's office does not discuss
the drug tests of its players.
Strawberry, 32, has made eight
All-Star teams during 12 years
with the New York Mets, Los Angeles Dodgers and Giants. He Is
the Mets' career home run leader
with 252 and led the NL in
homers in 1988 with 39.
Despite his power and potential. Strawberry has often been
beset by personal and physical
problems.
In December, he was charged
with evading federal taxes. He
pleaded innocent, but is expected
to plea-bargain a three-month
sentence to be served following

the 1995 season.
Strawberry was limited to a
total of 10 home runs in 1992-93
for Los Angeles because of
chronic back problems. He told
the Dodgers last April that he
had a substance abuse problem.

Because Strawberry voluntarily entered a treatment
center, the Betty Ford Clinic, he
avoided a suspension. But he was
told at the time "that a subsequent violation of major league
baseball's prohibition on illegal
drug use, as set forth in the
commissioner's program, would
result In discipline," Selig's letter said.
Strawberry finished his stay at
the Betty Ford Clinic on May 6,
and was released by the Dodgers
three weeks later. The Giants
signed him on June 19, and he hit
239 with four homers and 17
RBIs in 29 games for San Francisco.
Strawberry had not signed for
the 1995 season, even though he
figured in the Giants' plans if the
strike is settled. On Jan. 19, the
days after his two drug tests.
Strawberry and the team
exchanged salary arbitration
figures for the upcoming season.
He asked for $1.8 million and the
Giants offered $750,000.

"Please be advised that any
subsequent violations of baseball's prohibition on illegal drug
use will result in additional and,
Darryl Strawberry"! cocaine use in all likelihood, significantly
led him off the baseball field with more severe discipline," Selig
a recent 60-day suspension.
said in his letter.

Redskin athletics will
borrow from students
The Associated Press

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?

OXFORD, Ohio - Miami University's president
wants to borrow $2.5 million from a student fee
reserve account to boost the athletics programs.
President Paul Risser is to recommend Friday to
the board of trustees that the university use the
money to develop three new sports programs for
women and improve the football program.
Risser will recommend that ticket sales for
sporting events, private donations, broadcast contracts and a new fund-raising drive be used to repay the $2.5 million and eventually provide enough
money to make athletics more self-supporting.
Risser said the money borrowed from a student
fee reserve account over the next four years would
be repaid in about seven years.
"We're taking no money out of academic programs and student fees wont be raised," he said.
The proposal offers a compromise between a
task force report that recommends spending another $7.5 million on sports over the next five
years and Risser's proposal in December not to

pour money into athletics. Risser appointed the
task force of nine faculty, alumni and staff.
The trustees meet Friday and could discuss the
proposals.
The school's University Senate recommended
last month using $2.5 million in reserve money to
shore up athletics.
Risser said the cost of Miami's inter-collegiate
athletics programs has begun to strain the university's budget.
"I describe Dr. Risser's plan as a compromise
proposal," said Britton Harwood, a Miami English
professor and chairman of the University Senate,
composed of faculty, staff and students. He said
Risser's plan should satisfy those who want Miami
to remain competitive in athletics but not drain
university reserves for sports.
Some of the $2.5 million would be used to start
women's programs in soccer, golf and skating, improve the weight training program and improve
sports medicine and equipment.
If approved, the new sports could start In August.

How quickly we forget. Sure to
be overlooked In the next few
days' hubbub over whether, and
how much, Congress should
Intervene to end the baseball
strike is the fact that a very
cheap, very reasonable proposal
to accomplish just that already
exists.
It was made by Rep. James
Traflcant In a moment of rare
Inspiration only last August Apparently, the Ohio Democrat was
steamed that the strike would
cost the Cleveland Indians their
first chance at the postseason in
memory.
And so, just a few days after
players walked off the job and
well ahead of President Clinton's
screwball pitch Tuesday night to
get them to go back, Traflcant
stood on the floor of the House of
Representatives and took a cut at
the strike:
"Negotiators should be locked
In a room with no windows and
air conditioning and should be
fed baked beans, fried cheese,
hard-boiled eggs and chocolate
kisses," he said.
"In eight hours," Traflcant
paused, his voice rising for effect, "they'll be pleading, 'Play
Ball!"
Frankly, this is exactly the
kind of government intervention
that baseball and Its separatebut-equally money-grubbing
combatants deserve. It's also the
only kind of intervention that the
rest of us can get comfortably
behind.
The costs are low and the
chances for success high. It requires very little in the way of
implementation. Convince a few
players and owners and their respective lawyers to stay over in
Washington, rent a room the size
of a broom closet, provide a lock
and the aforementioned delicacies, and VOILA!!!
Just like Traficant predicted;
after a few hours, a real spring
training with real players playing real ball would be guaranteed.
Nice as It sounds, though, the
Important thing here is not to get
carried away. Baseball may be
the national pastime, but when
anyone draws up a list of priorities in Washington, it doesn't
even deserve honorable mention.
Major league baseball, or the

lack of it, is causing some working people to tighten their purse
strings. But for most of us,
President Clinton included, the
only real tug Is at the heart
strings.
At the end of his briefing
Tuesday night, the president
talked movingly about how the
labor dispute had already caused
the World Series to be canceled.
Any tradition that had survived
that long, Clinton said, "becomes
more than a game, more than a
way to pass the time. It becomes
part of who we are. We have to
work to preserve that."
We do, but only to an extent.
We've already done more than
our fair share of work as far as
baseball Is concerned. We've
pleaded with the owners and
players. We've reached deeper
and deeper into our pockets, kept
the faith, kept coming back
season after interrupted season
with the resoluteness of migrating birds.
Clinton did even more. He
threatened. He cajoled. He invested the prestige of his office.
He got no further with the
owners and players than his
mediator, W.J. Usery, did.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry noted that even when
the two sides were sitting
together in the Cabinet room,
they still wouldn't speak to each
other. They used the president
and vice president to pass remarks along to one another. With
the Republican leadership in
Congress reluctant to get in the
middle of this millionaires' quarrel, for Clinton to do any more
than he already has - and fail
again - will only invite further
scorn.
"Clearly," the president said at
one point late In his briefing,
"they are not capable of settling
this strike without an umpire."
Whatever else he hoped to gain
from it, Clinton wanted to be that
umpire. But the people he tried to
step between don't want an umpire. They want to fight and they
should be allowed to - until nobody Is left standing.
By then, they just might qualify for another kind of government aid: disaster relief.
Jim Litke is a columnist for the
Associated Press.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
OETPUBLSHEONOW!
PRAIRE MARGINS
The Undergraduate Fin. An* Magnm.
Now accepting aubmiMlon. of art. poetry, end
Man. Place aubmls»lone In Prairie Merglne
IMboi 202C LWv Hal. Any Outsort CM
AimM 0 353-0218

Hay You
Coma |oln the undergred. Phtoaophy Club
anddacuta Jean Baudrllanl'a essay "The
Eii Damon of knagaVSmulaora''. Wa wl ba
meeting on Tuaaday ai BPM In 301 Shatzal
Hal Raadkioa can ba picked up In M PI*.
Ckjbm-box in 303 Shatzel, tha resource room
ThMAbouIN

lnssrv*ewSWs Workshop
-Sap* D Suooaaa'TNa Sal, lOam-OOpm
3rd Floor Union. Sponaorad By WICI
PMC

Last day ID get your Valentine's
Dk. giftlromFriandaof*»Daal
Wa am m •» MaaV Mara. Any
Ts callJuli. .1352-5875.

LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY7I
Tha AmanCan Marketing Association and area
businesses haw put together a coupon book
•nth ovar 40 coupons for a low price ol $5.00
They oil ba on tale Mon.. Fab. 6-Fri. Fab, 10
In the BA from 10am-2pm. If you spend money
in BG, there's .coupon tor you I
SAVE'SAVEi SAVEl
NOW CHARGE IT I
PAPA JOHN'S NOW ACCEPTS VISA AND
MASTERCARD
CAU.NOWI353-PAPA

THE BLOOOMOBILE IS HEREI
THE B LOOOMOBI LE (3 HEREI
THE BLOODMOHLE B HEREI
The BloodmobJIe will be hen Feb. S-io.
Pleaee give Wood or help ue volunteer. CM
352-457J or Barb al 353-5114. R.freehmorae will bo provided.
VALENTINE'S DAY SALE
Due to popular demand, the 3 balloon bouquet
for $3.00 oil continue to be sold Mon. Fab.
6-Fn. 10 in the BA from 10am-2pm. Dont torget about that special someone!

PSYCHIC FAIR
11-7, Sun. Feb. 12
Junction Bar a Grill, 110 N. Main

LOST St FOUND

Found: Gold chain with 2 charm, outafde He
Ice Arena Friday nightCall Maoy 372-5842.

OOINOTOOAYTONA7
$121 /person Booking direct Saveel Suites.
Kitchenette., all beachfront In the heart of
Spring Break!! l-ogO-boo-7421
NAILS BY MONICA
Specializing In Manicuring, Tip., Acrylic
Overtaya, and Nan Artatry. Free Doalgnal
For more inks, or Appt Call Monica al:
2-5772

SERVICES OFFERED

ooo am. OUT
Fab.10a.O0pm
HanhmanQaiay
FREE
Llmiled Seating
sponsored by UAO
Peace Corp. Ha. A Job For You"
We wiI Be sTrvlaeltng for oversees positions
on Feb. 15 « It. Slop by our Information able
in University Hel on the 15th or come to >n information eeMtorVtlm ai 1:30 or 430 in life
So.nee Rm 112 on M 15th. On campus interviews wi Be on the 16th. Contact The Placement Office for an appointment at 372-2357 or
can The Peace Corp. at 1-S00-424-8580
(preos 1) tor more Info.

What would you do with a drunken sailor., .take
hint to He BLARNEY BASH Fab. 11
8:30-11:30 pm at St. Thomas Mora Gym. Featuring live music from PADDYS NIGHT OUT.

For ecketi or mor. into call 352-2986.

IF YOU'RE NOT RECYCLING
TWREirlRLWINGITAUAWAY.

AVAILABLE
RENTALS FOR I

95-96
1 Bedroom
• 117 N Main
• 20 Elm St.
• 114 S Main

New New New New New New

104 S.MMN* 353-0988

Identity

Roots Reggae

&*
fctf

VsJendnea Day I. around tie comer.
Ship a bear and a balloon B that specie!
someone Pnces alan al f 18.96. Wa have
Dearund balloons tor a) oocaalona. Visa and
Mu tercard accepted
Pleaaecall1-80O-8?S-SS97exi.ii0O

CITY EVENTS

Management Inc.

19 & over

continued on p. 12

ChiW Cere, Elderly Care. Cleaning and Laundry. Please oat 352-7857 after 8pm, or cat
352-1102 daya.

Hillidala Apt»., 3bdrm Townhouse*
vary spacious, full bunt, 11/2 bath
and ear pork 91/2orl2mo.
lease staffs ot $775.

For More Information |
Call...

Management Inc.
Tha Willow House is now Leasing
for nexl year. 1 bdrm, gas heal, A/C starting al $310/mo.

353-5800

Management Inc.
ONE BEDROOM, 215 E. Poo Rd
(EVERGREEN APTS.)
Atom size for itie money....compart

this to olK»r» Rent. $31O$360.
353-5800

1.800.KCHJNCIL

NEWLOVE!
Rentals
352-5620
(Our Only Office)
• The Rental Agency voted # 11
by the BC NEWS tor 19941

Now you can start your day
out right at Bob Evans. Our
famous Country Biscuit
Breakfast is only 51.99. A
delicious homestyte biscuit
topped with an egg, crumbled Bob Evans Farms*
sausage, country gravy and
American cheese. Served up
with a hearty helping of
Home Fries. Only $1.99 for
a limited tone*

15ot J^Vatts
lil

■,],-.: i '.-.'.■

■MM* eULkj 114*1

mim
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Word Processing- Resumes. Term Pacers
Theele. ISI serrations on Laser Pr in Mr
0*1352-8705(9-0)

ANTI-VALSNTME
smety Roommate?
Nasty Dale?
WmiGMEwi?
Send the unique
(but not eo MM]
ANTI-VALENT»e£
Frl.Fsb. 10.8-4pm
Union Foyer 11 .60

PERSONALS

Balloon Bouquets tor Valentine's Day
Order Nowl
Collegiate Connection
352-8333

VAI do typing
$1.2S/paps

Cal Vtokl 352-3358

••COLLEGIATE WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
TRYOUTS"
♦Fabruiry S 0 8:00pm In Anderson Anna. All
partlopanli mull complaM and lubml Vyoul
. packs! prior to February P. For mora informs-trjn can l^VolleytiallOlttot 8)372-7413.
Thursday Special"
MTMugga
Soup and Sub $4.25

•
»
«
a

Changing Timaa Hair Salon would Ilka B welcoma JUNE LONG, our naw nail technician
Specials Induda *I0 oft a fun HI of sculptured
naill, $5 oil total balance, and 10% oil a man
cure. 426 EWooaMr 354-2244

AGO'AGO'AOO
Congratulation!
KMEtw
onherpearangB
ManBauman

v

»
*

CURT THE CONOOM HAN- WHEELER
It's Tuesday Talk Special
Whan: Tuaa. Fab. 14 pflOpm
Where: Tad Room
Union 3rd Floor
SponaoradbyUAO
cal 2-7184 or 2-2343 tor mora Into.

We nrlah you guys tha baail
AQD'AQO'AGD

a

a

AGO'AGD'AGO
Congratulalioni
MMVANDIVORT
onhafangaoamanl
B EaaMrn Mchigan's
TD.OENNY
Wa uriah you tie best ol luck 1
AQO'AGO'AQO

•
*».

Can you walk backwards and taft a! tha
HIT. lime? It ao, tha Ofloa or Admissions
needs youl Wa ara now accepong applications
B bacoma a CAMPUS TOUR OUIOE! Stop by
110 MoFaii Center B pk* up an appicabon
through Fab. 1I.CaH 372-SaM tor mora intorrnanonl

Eutsioa Cleveland corporation naada Bustr*ss/Morkebng major to learn opsrsaon of
MoDiie Product Display Truck tor distributor.
and sales personnel FuH rjme Co-op runs
summer *B6 and 2 other temomattrt. Good
performance could lead to permanent office
Contact Co-op Program tor details at 2-2451,
238 Admin. Bkjg.

Friday, February 17 The Amar. Down Under
Fraa Admission
Rock. Roll, and Blues
Cal 2-7184 or 2-2343 hx mora intormaBon
SponaoradbyUAO

Fraa Sail De'ense Workshop
Learn some basic tactics and techniques
Mon. Feb 13th 7:30-9 30 @ SRC
No advanced Registration Required
For more Into, call 372-7482 or 372-2130

ANNOUNCING:
Opera ton MO HE
MINORfTY CAREER FAIR
Thursday. Feb. Oth

FRIGHT NITE
Marks Pins Pub
Alternative Music
Starling Monday
Nights, Feb. 6.1895

MM

l needed
Zmaferoomm
lor 06V98 school year
Carl Mike at 352-6142

HAM. SALAMI. TURKEY, PROV., SWISS

ANOAaCONOMENTS.
WEDELIVERII
CALL 362-4883

Packages Plus baa great balloon bouquets tor
Vaienm's Day. Order Early and Save... 88.49
II ordered by February 12sn.

PAPA JOHN'S
NOW ACCEPTING VISA AND MASTERCARD
CALL NOWI353-PAPA

Part-time |ob lor

Malt Duutaaaei isatdtd Match August.
FREECeMe,OwnRm..$180rmo*u»:.
0*1354-8114.

RU8HT0f«OMTI
8:00 PM & 9.00PM
ATTHE FOU.OW1NG CHAPTER HOUSES:
CHI OMEGA
ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA PHI
DELTA GAMMA
PI BETA PHI
DELTA ZETAALPHA CHI OMEGA

Russian tutoring and lessons.
Uughtby native Russian. Call
3S2-4587 and leave ■ message.

4 WINTHROP 4
♦ TERRACE ♦

LAOA DANCE * LAQA DANCE
Come Spend
■A Night ol Passion with
Cupid end His Flaming ArrowsOn Sunday, Feb., 12, *pm-2am
at Uptown 12 donation at the door
All proceeds to benefit Davld'a House.
UGA DANCE ■ LAG* DANCE

WANT TO BE AN ATHLETE AT THI
INTER-COLLEGIATE LEVEL?
Can you run like ihe wind?
Hit like a bitch?
THEN PLAY RUGBY FOR BGSU
CALL 353-1280

J

\

352-9135

A

Y
▼

♦HOQ E>JAPQLEON ROAPJ

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA FROM (81 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE INFO. 1-800-4888828.

IssWeW Wsef Osf BfOVMaltl.

250

WE ARE ONE WITH CHRIST
Come toil us tor our muKI-culiural worship
st the university Lutheran Chapel Sunday
Feb. 8 st 10:30pm Ws am located on E.
WoosMr across horn Rodgsrs. Al nationalitiee
and ages are welcome. Hope to see you the re I
Where else can you go and get a
phyalcsl workout exercise equipment.
nutrteonsl Intormsaon. loan library,
bomed waaw and Moss, tow-lal desert.
and much mors tor 857?
FIRST STEP
TUESDAYS 1 THURSDAYS 7PM
24105 Front SL , Grand Rapids
832-0428

COUNSELORS

8

DEAL HOURS AND EXCELLENT PAY TO
FIT YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE. 2-3 OAY8 A
»€EK. 2ND SHIFT POSITION AVAILABLE
WITH MAJOR FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
FOR COMPUTER OPERATOWMONITOB.
COMPANY WILL PflOVOE EXTENSIVE
TRAMNQ BUT SOME COMPUTER KNOW
LEDQE REQUIRED. BEAL CANDOATE
WILL POSSESS EXCELLENT PEOPLE
SKILS. DRIVE AND INITIATIVE.
PLEASE CAUTODAYm
ASK FOR JENNFER OR DEBORAH
KEUY SERVICES...
NEVER A FEE..
418-283-0555

FuHms attcnar wanted tor mmediaM start In
Korea. Must be a natlva English speaker «itfi
ooatgs degree and able B obtain a visa. For
rrBrslnrbrmleOnosI (817) 352-6711.

INSTRUCTORS

Looking For Psrt-Tlms Work?
Earn (8 an hour • great bonsau
al

UN

NATIONAL PARKS HiRINO-Seasonal 5 fuHtma amplovment awkaUs at Naaonal Parka,
Forests 8 WrMlire Preserves. Benefits . DOnuaaalAppV now tor boat positions. CM:
1-208-645-4604 am NS5444
Our company la looking lor individuals who
want to gain ertenarve managemsnt experlancs this summer. Earn 85000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available throughout the
MidwasL 800887-1880PakiMrs. tormen and managers I
Cal College Pro Pain Mrs
1400-348-4840
SPRING BREAK 'SSI Guaranteed lowest
prices U.SA. Party In Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida. Padre. Organize group travel
(reel Cal tor into « prices. SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1400- 428-7710.

ACTIVITIES LH RECTOR
Need ■ summer job? Dont wan UI the last
rr.nuMIYcgiBew'sJelysBraCampReaortis
looking tor 2 creative, outgoing parsons to o>
ordinaM and rkrecl aclivitlea lor a lamiry camping facility. Ws an IccaMd near Aurora. Oho
luat S miles from Sea World ol Ohio. Experience Is preferred, but not necessary. Living k>
c*Has wa evaHabM. Males or temeles are encouraged to apply. Inearvtowing •*> be dona at
the Resort. I InMrasM. send your resume to:
JSHytBns Camp Resort
3382 SR 82
Mantua OH 44255

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WaiMrt, Waitresses. Busters, Bartenders. Tanglewood
County Club, 8745 Tanglewood Tral, Chagrin
Fall, Ohio 44023 (Bainbndge Twp.) Apply In
parson, send lor an appfcalton, or call
218-643-7010.

• NOWRENTING»

♦
♦

Choose from choice apartments within walking A
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year ▼
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
,641 Third St. Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352

X

+
▲

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt near campus. Avail. May '95.
287-4161. after 6pm.
1 bedroom apartment. «nmediate
occupancy. Pets ae allowed.
Call 3644800
2 bdrm, unfurnished, upstairs apartment roosted 1st block on S. College Dr. Available
May with 1 yr lease. $676*110. tod. utjl. Deposrt required Csl 880-8541.
353-0326 • CARTY RENTALS • 86-88 Apts.
1 or 2 BR apis and efficiencies
Al furnished. Very close to campus.
School year or 12 month leases.
402 Hfcjh. apt. 2-A. Short-term Isase. now until
5/8/95. 2 BR, unfum., larmanti pay gas 8
alec. RaMs negotiable.
822 S. Main, apt 2. 2 BR, unfum . $340 mo.
$340 deposit. Tennanta pay all utjldea.
Cal John NsasM Real EttaB' 354-2280
Apartment for Rent
Available brimedlataly. 2 BR. Close to campus.
Call 353-0640.
Apts. For Rent
Third SL, 1 bdrm (grad students)
Fifth 5 Seventh- 2 bdrm.
352-3446

Oo To MO Studont Servtoes to M
out an ippaeatlon a slgrvtip lor
an Mantes, by Friday, Fsb. 10ft
UPS M an E.E.O. Employer

Prlvaw, coed summer camp In Pooono Mns.,
NE Psrmsytvsnla. Lohlutn, Box 234 BG.
Ken ttdflV NJ 07033. (808) 278-0008.

MID AM MANOR

pfltllSf Oftty

Saga Genesis w 2-fl button pads
4gsrnea,$1S0rOBO
363-8408

CnJee SMpa Hringl Earn Big $88 ♦ Free World
Travel (Carribean, Eurooa. Hawaii, EB.)
Summar/Parmanant. No. Exper. Nee. Guide.
(818) 828-4388 s«t 01020

1995 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSIT IONS
Tjk.S.P. kiMmational Is looking tor rsghry moOvsMd. hard working student to join our marv
I f rm. Gain vetMhlt tsssrlanct to Improve your resume Average earnings are beiwetn 88.000 • 10.000. PosMont are avatabla
In select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Canion. For more BtormeMn call Mart Scherer
«>1-600-543-3792.

WsOfUtHnfl

BUSINESS/COMPUTER SCIENCE RELATH)
ATTENTION 1ST OR 2ND YEAR STUDENTSIII

Ws need 1-2 Male or Femaas roommstts tor
summer. Low rant, does to campus, rest
spartnentCslHskl or Lorl 362-8811.

—BPHiW BREAK 88~
America's tl Spring Break Companyl
Cancun, Bahamas, or Ftoridsl
110% Lowest Price Gueranteel Organoa 15
Iriends and TRAVEL FREEI Cat tor our Bas,
Ittsdig86 Party 8ots^utotll(8W)B6-eREAK

•ayasWIH

Cal Chris at

One-year old lemale Mrret. $100.
Cage 4 all supplies Included.
Can 3634)147.

COUN8ELOR8 ■ INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 pesHlonal Cssd summer camp. Pocono
mns, PA Oood tateryropal (888)688 8188.

J1750 weekly poaaible mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin Now.
For Into cal 202-208-0086.

slACWTOBJHCtagiylii.

ASSEMBLERS: E.celenlincoma
B assemble products al home.
MB 1 -804448-1700 DEPT. CH 6255

RoommKes needed lor a
5 bedroom house.
Call 363-7042.

HELP WANTED

THE BLOOOMOBILE B HEREI
THE BLOCOMOBILE ■ HUB
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS HEREI
Tiw MoodmooM wfB b# ran no. no.
Pkiaesglvebloodorheipu4rolurSeer.cn
352-4575 or Serb st 353-5114. nsorssh-

LAQA LAGA LAQA LAQA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
Pol luck This Thursday at
8:30pm at the University ol Toledo
with the UT Gey 1 Lesbian Student Union
Please meet no later than 7:48 at the
Oil Campus Student Center m
Moseley Hall. Questions?Cal 372-0555
LAQA LAOA LAGA LAOA

Responsible tsmajs grad. student, nontmoker Own room, to I bath 8 houss prtvlleges. t200-sijmmer, 1225-lal CM 362-4886
sllsr 3pm. tosva mssssps.

QUESTIONS CALL PANHEL 2-2534
OR GREEK LFE 2-2161
•RUSH IN MACDONALD HALL

HUNTINGTON NATIONAL BANK
Short-term. Immediato-hire
Numeric 10-key
»
Data Entry
8S.00rhr-20hnVwk
need at least lour students ASAPII
Job should last through March
Call Jim Qody at 352-0700

T
J
▼
«)
▲

2/3 sublease™ needed immed. tor 2 bdrm.
apt Ooee to campus. Rent $470rpm, (u«l. Indud.) Least good through summer VS. Can
362-8146.

Mais ol Female roommaM nssded own bedroom, 1186 par month « not set. Cat Larry sl
362-1856.

19AND OVER WELCOME

Y • Free Heat
▼ • On-site Management
sy • 24-Hour Maintainence
A • Fully carpeted
▲ • Laundry Facilities
I • Ample Parking
Y • Playground
▼ • Close to Shopping

2 roommaMs needed tor house. Wil share
large bdrm. Wll also Ive with 2 meJss, 1 temele. Cheap t a bike ride from campus. Cal
384-1813.

■ft- ePO a>C el CM ft elC )*•»»•".

DONOR MVELOPMEWT WTCRN
fcf Aii^sjprlCaWi Rt»d Cro$M.
$4JSVT»
Training etarla ki March -88.
Apply St CMpoflM:
1*8 Admin. 44481 - NOWI I

FOR SALE
MUST SELL. 4 Dfckcspsk Ires 28x10.50
4-15x8 chrome wheels Very cktan, musl see.
$250. Cal Qreg at 352-7081.

ALA8XA 8U4UHER EHPLOYI4ENT.F«nlnfl
Industry. Earn B $3.00CH«,000^mon9i 8
bsntatj. MalerFemele. No experience neceesary. (208)S4S-41SSsa. ASS444.

Female roommate needed tor Fe> tS andror
Spring ■98. Ooee B campus. ReeaonaMe rent.
Call Tracy at 352-7074.

3-8PM
Grand Ballroom • Un on
Suits & Resumes Suggestod
2-2451 Dara Fulton tor details

♦ When You "Lease" ♦
♦
Expect It
▼

AMeka Ftihariss HMngl Earn nouaanos Hi
summer n esnnsrisa, proostsors, sic
MalaS-amaja. RoorrVBoaroTTrsvsl ofMn provWedl Oulos. OiMnrmnS auootasl (gig)
8284988 SSL A1029.

WANTED

ORDER YOUR DnENEDETTO-S
VALENTINE SHAPED SUBS NOW

GEORGETOWN MANOR APIS.
800 THIRD STREET
New renting for 1995-98 5 summer 1995
2BR4 1 BR units
Fu»ylurn.»ilr conditioned
ConvsriMmtLocslon
Reasonable Rates
Cell 362-4888
Houses. 1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.
362-7464.
SUMMER SUBLEASER NUDED
-One bdrm. Irving rm. bathroom. Ml
-Furnished tor two
-Air conditioner
-Ooee to campus, but not (ar trom Bern
$330.elec/month (negotiable)
-CM Aprl or Bonnie at 353-7138

SUMMER JOBS - COUNSELORS 4 STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMPrMASS. TOP SALARY
RMritOnJkUNDRY. TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
MUST HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:
Archery, Baseball. Baskstball. Drums. Foolbat. Gorl. Guitar, toe Hockey, Lacrosse. Listguard. Nature. Nurses. Photography, Piano.
Pod, Rocketry. Rceertaadlng, Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary. Soccer, Tennis, Track,
Video, Wattrakj, Windsurfing, Weights. Wood,
Veerbook. CM or wrile: Camp Winadu. 2266
Gladea Rd.. Smie 406E, Boca Raton, FL
33431, (800) 484-0238.
RecruiMr will be on campus
DATE: 2/21TIIVE: 1000am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Onto Suns, Sudsnt Union
STOP BY - NO APPOINTIiaENT NECESSARY.
Timber Laks/Tyktr Hal Camps. Top (New York*
Ares) Resident Camps, StaltOanartl Couneetora, WSI, Athletic SpecleHete.Over 908
PoeWone Available. To Hire The BEST. Ws
Know Ws Mutt Pay The MOSTI TOP SALARIES/TRAVEL ALLOWANCE. Cal NOW For
On-Camput mrerviewt (Must Call By February
28tl).
(800MB8-CAMP (8-8 WEEK DA YSVEST)
VAN DRIVER. Pan-tma position to provkls
transportation to and from social service
agency. Mutt be berween the ages ol 21-88,
and have a vaad drlvera Ncsnss and a xcetent
driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box 738,
Bowing Green, Ohio EOE

Highland
Industries
ISO East Washington St.

FOR SALE
Specializing In

OURS!

p-^

Ol

o- >sj>k

>0

SUMMER^JOBS
Cedar Point has 3,500 summer jobs
(lifeguards, bartenders, servers, rides,
games, merchandise, bellman, hotel desk
clerks and more) available for 1995.
Housing available for those 18 and older.
Interviews will be held at

Bowling Of en State
University
Monday, February 13 &
Tuesday, February 14
Student Services Building-Forum
10>LM.-5RM.

^Preferred Properties
Management Company
530 S. Maple

352-9378

No appointment necessary. For more
information, call (419) 627-2245. EOE

CedarrW*
SANDUSKY, OHIO
^ssTFglM ■ •>
AMUSEMENT PAKK/MSORT

81 Awesome Spring Breakl Bahamas Part/
Crukw 8 Days $2781 Includes 12 Masts I 8
Free Paressl Great Beaches $ NkghtlrMI A
HUGE Pirtyl Spring Break Travel
1400-8788S88.

Graduate Housing
Jay Mar Apts
The Highlands

11 Awe tome Spring Bmkl Cancun $ JartatvCeli InCMoM Round Di p A rffsV* IfOtTi CoJ LBTV
bus • HoW For 7 rsotas From $4381 Hurryl
Space W« Sal Out! Spring Break Travel
1-attt4T7»*888.

Roommate Assistance
Affordable Rent

11 Awesome Spring Breakl Panama Crryl 8
Days Cosamtsw RoomWHi AMtahsn H28I
Walk To Ban Bart I Mudes Free Discount
Card Which Will Save You »ioo on
FoorirOnftol1-800-o7S«388.

Furnished /Unfurnished

Clean/Quiet Properties
24 hr. Maintenance
Laundry Facilities

•1 Aweaoma Rortda1 Spring Break rtowpotal
Cocos Beach (Near Disney) 27 Acre Deluxe
Osaoheont Resort 7 Nights $1581 Kay West
$2281 Dsytans Beach Room With Kitchen
From $12811-800-878-838S.

FajMsltgailiii aid
Over 10 Most Popular TkMs
IxcHIng lelaollene Trsa Dele
taCTVOUMNOWl
MMSM, P.O. 8ox 10M1 -AP
eirteourgh. PA 182»V0s»1
SeBSxCornputtr
ttkti hard drive. $800 OBO
Cal $64-2789

You will
save a lot
this year!
I'lionc :*,Vi <;<):*<;

Useth«

fdloney

$aoin9

T Coupons In the Student
^neBook

Yello

"***/

